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Abstract—We consider the problem of learning from demonstrations to manipulate deformable objects. Recent work [1], [2], [3] has shown promising results that enable robotic manipulation of deformable objects through learning from demonstrations. Their approach is able to generalize from a single demonstration to new test situations, and suggests a nearest neighbor approach to select a demonstration to adapt to a given test situation. Such a nearest neighbor approach, however, ignores important aspects of the problem: brittleness (versus robustness) of demonstrations when generalized through this process, and the extent to which a demonstration makes progress towards a goal.

In this paper, we frame the problem of selecting which demonstration to transfer as an options Markov decision process (MDP). We present max-margin Q-function estimation: an approach to learn a Q-function from expert demonstrations. Our learned policies account for variability in robustness of demonstrations and the sequential nature of our tasks. We developed two knot-tying benchmarks to experimentally validate the effectiveness of our proposed approach. The selection strategy described in [2] achieves success rates of 70% and 54%, respectively. Our approach performs significantly better, with success rates of 88% and 76%, respectively.

I. INTRODUCTION

Robotic manipulation of deformable objects tends to be challenging due to high-dimensional, continuous state-action spaces and due to the complicated dynamics of deformable objects. Despite these challenges, recent work [1], [2], [3] has shown promising results that enable robotic manipulation of deformable objects through learning from demonstrations. This work uses non-rigid registration to register a training scene onto the current scene, and then extrapolates from this registration to perform trajectory transfer of the robot end-effector trajectory. The effectiveness of this approach was validated in knot-tying and suturing experiments.

For complex tasks, demonstrations often correspond to steps in the task, rather than the entire task itself. Figure 1 shows an example of the steps involved in tying an overhand knot. In general, a single demonstration for a step in the task cannot be expected to cover all possible scenarios that arise during execution. The natural solution to this is to use a library of demonstrations with multiple demonstrations for each step.

Realizing these benefits requires a robust technique to select a good trajectory to transfer. Certain trajectories will generalize better than others, and particular sequences of demonstrations may perform tasks more efficiently than others. The original paper presenting the approach of trajectory transfer prescribes choosing the trajectory segment from the demonstrations library with the lowest warping cost onto the current scene [2]. This approach does not account for the inherent generalizability of a particular demonstration: some demonstrations may be better adapted to transfer than others. For brittle demonstrations (e.g. grabbing near the edge of a rope), a small change in the state can have low registration cost, but the transferred trajectory will fail. As a result, such an approach often fails to accomplish tasks that can be solved with the existing library of demonstrations. In addition to ignoring potential brittleness in demonstrations, registration cost does not consider any notion of a goal or task.

Our approach to these issues is to use a demonstration library to define a related, simpler, Markov decision process where each action corresponds to performing trajectory transfer from a particular demonstration. We learn a policy for this representation in the form of a Q-function: a measure of cost-to-go for a state and action pair. Given an (approximate) Q-function there are several policies one can define. The simplest is to select the action that maximizes the value of the Q-function for the current state. A more computationally intensive approach uses a simulator to search over action sequences and selects the action that begins the ‘best’ action sequence, where best is defined as the sum of the cost encountered during the action sequence plus cost-to-go at the final state (as encoded by the Q-function).

In this paper, we present a solution to the demonstration selection problem that can account for the variability in
robustness of demonstrations and incorporates the sequential nature of our tasks. Our contributions are as follows: (i) We formulate the demonstration selection problem as an options Markov decision process (MDP); (ii) We present max-margin $Q$-function estimation (MMQfE), a method for approximating $Q$-functions from expert-guided task executions; and (iii) We describe task-independent features that are rich enough to allow learning but make no additional assumptions beyond those of trajectory transfer.

We developed two knot-tying benchmarks for evaluating the effectiveness of our proposed approach, overhand knots and figure-eight knots. These benchmarks are available at sites.google.com/site/icra015mmqe). The nearest neighbor approach described in [2] achieves a success rate of 70% and 54% on these two benchmarks. The reactive policy with respect to our learned approximate $Q$-function achieves success rates of 82% and 63% respectively. Augmenting our policy with a simulator and beam search raises the success rate to 88% and 76%.

While our primary running example and experiments deal with knot tying, our policy learning and trajectory transfer methods make few assumptions about the specifics of the task except for the availability of point clouds for the scene; it is applicable in a wide class of manipulation problems.

II. RELATED WORK

Related work for our contribution stems from three areas of research: learning from demonstrations, deformable object manipulation (in particular knot tying), and hierarchical reinforcement learning.

The problem of learning from demonstrations (LfD) deals with the generalization of expert demonstrations to new scenarios [4], [5]. Behavioral cloning is an approach to LfD that directly learns a policy to mimic an expert’s behavior. One of the first successful applications of behavioral cloning is the ALVINN system, which utilizes a neural network to learn a steering policy that enables an autonomous car to follow a road [6]. Muller et al. use a convolutional network to learn a steering policy for off-road driving [7]. Ratliff et al. use multi-class classification to learn a function that scores actions to predict good foot steps for robot locomotion and good grasps for robot manipulation [8]. Ross et al. propose a method to directly control a Micro UAV from RGB camera input [9].

Calinon et al. learn a mixture of Gaussians to represent the joint trajectory of the robot and environment state across multiple demonstrations, and infer the trajectory for a new environment state by conditioning on that state [10], [11]. Their approach assumes access to a fixed representation of the environment in terms of object frames, so it cannot be applied to tasks in environments without fixed feature representations — such as our application of knot tying.

Ratliff et al. [12] use max-margin planning to do inverse reinforcement learning [13], [14]. They obtain trajectories from expert human demonstrators for motion planning problems. They formulate a max-margin problem to infer the cost function the expert is optimizing. Our approach shares similarity with this in that both learn from demonstrations with a max-margin method. However, they learn a cost function whereas our approach learns a $Q$-function. In addition, their approach requires access to a dynamics model.

Dvijotham and Todorov directly learn a value function or $Q$-function for an MDP, given sample transitions from an optimal control policy [15]. They learn the expert’s reward function but are limited to models with tractable discrete representations or linear dynamics models. In contrast, our approach fixes a cost function and uses learning to account for prohibitive state-action space size and complex dynamics.

Because our approach makes limited assumptions about the state space and dynamics of the model, it can be applied towards a variety of tasks in robotics, including the manipulation of deformable objects. It is challenging to manipulate deformable objects because of their nonlinearity and because the configuration spaces of such objects may be infinite-dimensional [16].

In previous work, Wada et al. model textile fabric and sponge blocks coarsely and then apply a control method that is robust to discrepancies between the coarse model and the object [17]. Howard et al. present a more general approach for grasping 3D deformable objects that does not assume prior knowledge of the object. They model particle motion of the object using nonlinear partial differential equations, and train a neural network to determine the minimum force required for manipulating the object [18]. In contrast, our approach enables manipulation of deformable objects without directly modeling the object, and makes no assumptions beyond those of trajectory transfer. When a model of state-transition is available, we can use lookahead to reduce uncertainty in execution through the simulation of transferred trajectories.

We validate our approach in a knot tying domain, a commonly studied deformable object manipulation task in robotics. Previous approaches usually depend on rope-specific knowledge and assumptions. For instance, in knot planning from observation, knot theory is used to recognize rope configurations and define movement primitives from visual observations of humans tying knots [19], [20]. Existing motion planning approaches for knot tying use topological representations of rope states (i.e. sequences of rope crossings and their properties) and define a model for transitioning between topological states [21], [22], [23]. Robust open loop execution of knot tying has also been explored [24]. In contrast to these methods, our approach does not explicitly make use of underlying rope-specific knowledge or directly model the rope; instead, it infers this knowledge by robustly applying human-guided demonstrations to new scenes through a learned selection criterion and trajectory transfer.

Konidaris et al. use LfD to initialize a skill chaining reinforcement learning algorithm [25]. However, they focus on taking a demonstration and decomposing it into explicit local policies. We simply make use of the associated trajectory transfer and leverage it to solve tasks beyond the reach
of current reinforcement learning approaches. Neumann et al. and Stulp et al. both explore using optimizing motion primitive parameters as another way to elicit this behavior in reinforcement learning [26], [27]. When they learn the primitives, they must find an appropriate policy for setting these parameters, which is intractable in our setting.

III. TECHNICAL BACKGROUND

A. Markov decision processes

Markov decision processes (MDP) provide a mathematical model for sequential decision making problems. In this work, we consider stochastic shortest path (SSP) formulations of MDPs. An (undiscounted) SSP, M, is a tuple: $M = (S, G, A, T, C)$ [28]. $S$ is a set of states, which represent different configurations of our world. $G \subset S$ is a set of terminal states. $A$ is a set of available actions. $T : S \times A \rightarrow \Delta_S$ is a function that maps a state and an action to a probability distribution over next states. $C : S \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^+$ is a function that specifies the cost associated with states. In an SSP, costs are positive everywhere except for terminal states. A solution to an MDP is a policy that maps each state to an action.

This solution is found by finding a value function, $V^*$, that satisfies the Bellman equations:

$$V(s) = \max_a \sum_{s'} T(s, a, s') [V(s') - C(s)]$$  

It is sometimes easier to work with a $Q$-function, given by the expression inside the max in the above equation. Thus, $V^*(s) = \max_a Q^*(s, a)$. There are many approaches to finding such a value function, but they require storing a vector that is $O(|S|)$, which is prohibitive in many applications.

A common (approximate) approach to solving an MDP is linear value function approximation [29]. Given a $M$-dimensional feature map, $\phi : S \times A \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^M$, we restrict ourselves to value functions that are linear combinations of features and minimize the error associated with the Bellman equations for a set of sampled state transitions.

An options MDP extends MDPs to allow temporal abstraction [30]. An option, $o$, is a combination of a policy, an instantiation set and a termination set. When an agent is in a state within o’s instantiation set they can select o like any other action. Actions are then selected according to o’s policy until the termination set is reached. This enables simple policies over options to specify complex behavior for large MDPs.

B. Trajectory transfer through non-rigid registration

In complex, high-dimensional and continuous MDPs, such as those that arise in deformable object manipulation, linear value function approximation often fails to compute a reasonable policy—it is prohibitively expensive to sample enough state transitions to effectively represent the dynamics of the problem. A promising alternative leverages demonstrations from successful task executions. This approach, learning from demonstrations (LfD), has been successfully used in a wide variety of applications [31], [10]. In this work, we build on a recent LfD method that uses non-rigid registration to perform trajectory transfer from demonstrations.

Non-rigid registration is a method to compute mappings between two scenes based on correspondences between landmark points. A commonly-used, effective method for registering spatial data is the Thin Plate Spline (TPS) regularizer [32], [33]. Given a set of correspondence points $(x_i, y_i)$, the corresponding (regularized) TPS is a function, $f : \mathbb{R}^3 \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^3$, that minimizes the following energy functional:

$$E_{bend}(f; X, Y, C) = \sum_i ||f(x_i) - y_i||^2 + C \int dx ||D^2(f)||^2_{Frob}. $$

This functional is called bending energy because the second term measures the curvature (bending) of $f$ as the norm of the Hessian of $f$.

$$\argmin_f E_{bend}(f; X, Y, C)$$

admits a solution of the form:

$$f(x'; A, B, c, X) = A K(x, x') + B x + c. $$

Where $K$ is the 3D TPS kernel $K(x, x') = -||x - x'||$, $A \in \mathbb{R}^{3xN}$, $B \in \mathbb{R}^{3x3}$, and $c \in \mathbb{R}^3$. Given a point cloud and correspondences, we solve for the coefficients $A, B$, and $c$ with a straightforward application of least squares.

In the case where correspondences are unknown, Thin Plate Spline Robust Point Matching (TPS-RPM) algorithm provides a method to jointly find correspondences and mappings between them [34]. TPS-RPM is an expectation maximization style algorithm that alternates between (1) estimating correspondences between the point clouds of two scenes based on a current mapping and (2) fitting the optimal TPS transformation based on these estimated scene correspondences.

Recent approaches leverage TPS to perform trajectory transfer [2]. They represent a demonstration, $d$, as a paired point cloud and trajectory of end effector poses: $d = (P_d, \tau_d)$. In the current (or test) scene, $P'$, they compute the TPS to the demonstration point cloud $f^*_d$ with TPS-RPM. Then we execute the transferred trajectory: $\tau' = f^*_d(P'\tau_d)$. In the case where this transfer is infeasible, trajectory optimization is used to find a nearby feasible trajectory. We use the pose transfer approach from Lee et al. [3] to use a 3D mapping to transfer end effector configurations.

Schulman et al. [2] extend trajectory transfer to demonstration libraries by first selecting

$$d^*_p = \arg\min_{d' \in D} E_{bend}(f^*_{P_d, p'}) $$

and applying trajectory transfer from $d^*_p$. While it was designed for deformable object manipulation, it is straightforward to apply trajectory transfer in any scenario where point clouds are available. As long as a successful trajectory can be determined from geometric information, then trajectory transfer can be expected to perform well.
C. Structured max margin

In this paper, we explore the problem of learning a (task-specific) ranking function to select \(d^*_p\). We approach this task in a max-margin framework. The simplest (although somewhat naïve) approach in this framework is to train an SVM to recognize the expert’s state-action pairs. We assume a feature representation of state-action pairs and a set of optimal state-action pairs, \(L = \{(a_i, s_i)\}\). Then we find a hyperplane in feature space that maximizes the margin from optimal state-action pairs to suboptimal state-action pairs. This is formalized as the following convex optimization, \(\phi\) is a feature map for state-action pairs:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{minimize} & \quad \|w\|^2 + C \sum \xi_i \quad (2) \\
\text{subject to} & \quad w^T \phi(s_i, a_i) \geq w^T \phi(s_i, a’) + 1 - \xi_i \\
& \quad \forall (s_i, a_i) \in L, \forall a’ \in A \setminus a_i.
\end{align*}
\]

The \(\xi_i\) are slack variables that ensure the optimization is always feasible. This frequently runs into issues when there are actions which are suboptimal, but only barely. For example, if there are two identical actions, of which the expert only selected one, we will be unable to find a reasonable separating hyperplane. In a structured max-margin method, we account for this issue with a similarity measure \(m\) between state-action pairs. The corresponding optimization is as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{minimize} & \quad \|w\|^2 + C \sum \xi_i \quad (3) \\
\text{subject to} & \quad w^T \phi(s_i, a_i) \geq w^T \phi(s_i, a’) + m(a_i, s_i, a’) - \xi_i \\
& \quad \forall (s_i, a_i) \in L, \forall a’ \in A \setminus a_i.
\end{align*}
\]

IV. LEARNING A POLICY TO SELECT DEMONSTRATIONS

A. From expert demonstrations to options

In this section, we present the key conceptual contribution of our work: an interpretation of trajectory transfer from a demonstration library as options within an MDP. This allows us to apply MDP learning techniques to this problem and enables substantial performance improvements.

To motivate trajectory transfer, consider an overhand knot-tying task. The state space is the joint space of rope configurations and velocities as well as robot configurations. The action space is the continuous set of motor torques that can be commanded to the robot’s joints. The goal set is states where the rope configuration satisfies a complex topological constraint. The state transition function is defined by physical properties and include both contact and tension forces.

Direct solution is impractical—even representing the state compactly is a challenge. An additional challenge arises from the length of plans to take required to solve this problem. If we discretize actions by specifying voltage commands for some fixed amount of time, it is entirely reasonable to suspect that reaching a goal state will take hundreds of individual actions.

With the knot-tying task in mind, let us consider the properties of trajectory transfer. We obtain a demonstration that maps a particular rope configuration (represented as a discrete set of points) to a series of end effector poses. When we transfer this demonstration to a new state, \(s\), we obtain a new trajectory. This mapping is deterministic for a fixed transfer method and a fixed demonstration. When we have multiple demonstrations, we select one of these trajectories to execute.

What relation do these transferred trajectories have to the original problem? Trajectory execution runs a controller to take the current end effector pose to the next one in the trajectory, so we can conceptualize trajectory transfer as a mapping from states to policies the original (intractable) problem description. Thus, a demonstration library, a transfer technique, and an MDP, combine to create an options MDP that we call a demonstration MDP. Figure 2 illustrates this observation with a system diagram.

The demonstration MDP for a task will typically be far simpler. Consider our overhand knot task with the addition of a demonstration library. While the state space is still unconscionably large, the action space and effective horizon are much shorter. The demonstration library used in [2] has 148 demonstrations and splits a knot-tying task into four steps. The action space has been reduced from a subset of \(\mathbb{R}^{14}\) to a finite set with 148 members. The planning horizon has been reduced from hundreds to approximately four.

In this light, the decision rule in Equation 1 is a hard-coded policy for a demonstration MDP that leverages knowledge about the transfer process. However, the problem is now of a form such that it is reasonable to learn a policy. We also observe that search algorithms have running times that are \(O(|A|^H)\). Thus, the reduction in complexity obtained through a demonstration MDP enables us to apply search techniques with learned value functions to solve this problem.

B. Learning a policy in the demonstration MDP

Much of policy learning is viewed from the perspective of learning a \(Q\)-function. This provides a measure of the quality of executing a state-action pair. Replacing the bending cost in Equation 1 with the \(Q\)-function would provide the optimal selection rule for a demonstration library.

Computing an optimal \(Q\)-function for challenging tasks such as deformable object manipulation is likely intractable, as the state space is prohibitively large, but approximate methods are applicable. We use a feature map to embed state-action pairs in a common space. We will use linear combinations in this space to define our approximate \(Q\)-function:

\[
\hat{Q}(s, a; w_0, w) = w_0 + w^T \phi(s, a). \quad (4)
\]

A way to learn a policy for this problem uses the structured max margin approach described in Section III-C. We collect examples of optimal state-action pairs, where the actions indicate which demonstration to transfer and require that \(\hat{Q}\) rank expert selection higher than the others.

We let \(L = \{(s_i, a_i)\}\) be a set of expert state-action pairs. We can solve the optimization in Equation 3 to obtain a (state-dependent) ranking function for demonstrations. This
Fig. 2: System diagram indicating the trajectory transfer process. This illustrates that, for a fixed transfer process and demonstration, trajectory transfer specifies a policy mapping states to trajectories. Each trajectory is a policy when viewed from the point of view of primitive actions. Thus, we can think of a demonstration library as providing the structure of an options MDP for a given problem. This options MDP will typically be much simpler to solve.

is easily turned into a policy by selecting the demonstration that maximizes this ranking function for the current state.

This will learn a policy that approximates the expert’s and is easy to control for overfitting. However, it would be a mistake to call this an approximate Q-function. In addition to ranking optimal actions higher, the Q-function in a max-margin framework, we propose maximum margin Q-function estimation (MMQE).

To learn a Q-function in a max-margin framework, we propose maximum margin Q-function estimation (MMQE). The basic idea behind this approach is straightforward. In addition to maximizing the margin between optimal actions and suboptimal actions, we also minimize a measurement of the Bellman error associated with Q(s, a; w).

Formally, we assume that our labelled examples are broken up into sequences $l_j \in \mathcal{L}$, each of length $n_j$:

$$l_j = [(s_1^{(j)}, a_1^{(j)}), (s_2^{(j)}, a_2^{(j)}), \ldots, (s_{n_j}^{(j)}, a_{n_j}^{(j)})].$$

Each labeled sequence $l_j$ corresponds to a single complete task execution and is ordered chronologically: $s_i^{(j)}$ is the result of taking action $a_i^{(j)}$ in state $s_i^{(j)}$ and $s_n^{(j)}$ is a goal state.

For a fixed $\tilde{Q}$, we can estimate the Bellman error associated with $l_j$ as

$$\sum_{i=0}^{n_j} [\tilde{Q}(s_i, a_i; w_0, w) - \tilde{Q}(s_{i+1}, a_{i+1}; w_0, w) + C(s_i)].$$

(5)

MMQE simply includes this error in the objective of a structured margin optimization:

$$\min_{w, \xi \geq 0, \nu} \|w\|^2 + C \sum_{j=1}^{\mathcal{L}} \sum_{i=1}^{n_j} \xi_i^{(j)} + D \sum_{j=1}^{\mathcal{L}} \sum_{i=1}^{n_j} \nu_i^{(j)}$$

(6)

s.t. $w^T \phi(s_i^{(j)}, a_i^{(j)}) \geq w^T \phi(s_i^{(j)}, a') + m(s_i^{(j)}, a, a') - \xi_i^{(j)}$

(7)

$\forall j = 1, \ldots, \mathcal{L}; \forall i = 1, \ldots, n_j$

$\forall a' \in A \setminus a_i$

$w^T \phi(s_i^{(j)}, a_i^{(j)}) - w^T \phi(s_{i+1}, a_{i+1}^{(j)}) + C(s_i^{(j)}) = \nu_i^{(j)}$

(8)

$\forall j = 1, \ldots, \mathcal{L}; \forall i = 1, \ldots, n_j - 1$

This optimization will find an approximate Q-function that matches the expert’s action ranking and the sampled Bellman conditions. Equation 6 maximizes the margin while minimizing the total constraint violation. Equation 7 expresses that expert selections should be preferred to other options (as in a structured margin optimization). Equation 8 expresses that the Q-function satisfy Bellman the equations for expert demonstrations.

V. Feature Design

In the formulation above, we assumed the presence of a feature function $\phi(s, a)$ that produces a featurized representation of a state-action pair. We briefly outline a few basic features that are general enough to apply to any task in which trajectory transfer is applicable.

- **Action bias**: An $|A|$-dimensional vector, with each component corresponding to a particular action in $A$. Let $i_a$ be an index associated uniquely with action $a$. The action bias vector is 0 at every component except $i_a$, where it has a value of 1. This enables learning whether actions generalize well or poorly and weights them accordingly.

- **Registration cost**: An $(|A| + 1)$-dimensional vector based on the TPS registration cost $r$ between $s$ and $a_{\text{start}}$. The registration cost vector consists of a shared component, which is always $r$, and an action-specific component, in which component $i_a$ is set to $r$ and every
other component is left at 0. The shared component allows for a single penalty to be applied for any large registration cost. The individual components allow for additional adjustments in the cases where demonstrations are particularly sensitive to poor registrations.

- **End effector position**: A scalar feature that indicates the minimum distance between the transferred trajectory and the observed point cloud at the first time the gripper closes. This feature enables limited reasoning about failures for grasping tasks. For knot-tying it allows \( Q \) to encode that demonstrations whose transferred trajectory fail to grasp the rope have low value.

- **Landmarks**: We randomly select a set of “landmark” states \( \mathcal{K} \) from the set of expert demonstrations. The landmark feature is an \(|\mathcal{K}|\)-dimensional vector consisting of the TPS registration costs to each of these landmarks. We apply a Gaussian RBF kernel to these costs and normalize the vector to sum to 1. This serves to identify which portion of the state space we are in by comparing to known states, and enables preference for states that lie closer to the goal.

In our experiments, which we outline in Section VI, it suffices to simply concatenate the outputs of these feature functions into a single feature representation. For this work, we restrict ourselves to features that apply in any setting where trajectory transfer applies; it would be straightforward to incorporate domain-specific features if desired.

VI. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

A. Experimental Setup

In our experiments, we compare two methods for extracting a policy from an approximate \( Q \)-function:

- **Reactive**: simply selecting the action with the largest estimated \( Q \)-value
- **Lookahead**: using a simulator and beam search to select the action that yields the maximum approximate \( Q \)-value at a future time step.

We evaluate the reactive policy with two different feature sets and we evaluate two lookahead policies, all using the Willow Garage PR2 in a simulation environment on two knot tying tasks.

1) **Demonstrations**: For overhand knots, we use the set of demonstrations collected by [2] for their rope-tying experiments. These demonstrations were collected in the real world and consist of 148 pairs of point clouds and gripper trajectories. For figure-eight knots, we collected a new set of demonstrations, consisting of 88 cloud, trajectory pairs. In both cases, the point clouds were collected using an RGB-D camera and then filtered based on color to remove the green background of the table, leaving only the point cloud representation of the rope. The gripper trajectories were recorded kinesthetically, from human-guided demonstrations that move the robot’s grippers to tie a knot. The overhand knot dataset contains demonstrations for a three-step method of tying an overhand knot and recovery demonstrations that enable recovery from common failures, whereas the figure-eight dataset contains four-step demonstrations without failure recovery demonstrations.

2) **Simulation Environment for Knot Tying**: The training, validation, and evaluation of our policy are run in simulation. The simulation environment uses Bullet Physics [35] as the physics engine. The rope is simulated with a linked chain of capsules with bending and torsional constraints.

3) **Benchmark**: For the labeled examples \( \mathcal{L} \) used to train our MMQE model, we use human-labeled examples consisting of complete task executions: from a randomly drawn initial rope configuration to a successfully tied knot.

Initial rope states are randomly perturbed configurations of samples uniformly drawn from the initial robe states in the demonstration library. The process of perturbing a rope state consists of selecting five uniformly-spaced points along the rope and dragging each in a random direction for a radius of 10 cm. All initial rope configurations in our experiments are drawn from this distribution.

The goal of labeling is to specify the best demonstration to generalize from for many observed rope states. Our labeling interface shows the user simulations of applying demonstrations in decreasing order of registration cost, which is a rough measure of the quality of an action. When the human labeler sees an action that they deem optimal (or close enough to optimal) they indicate this, the simulated robot commits to that action, and the process proceeds until a knot is tied.

In addition, the benchmarks contain an evaluation set of 100 randomly drawn initial configurations. In the first benchmark, we define success to be tying an overhand knot in a sequence of 5 or fewer actions, and in the second benchmark, tying a figure-eight knot in 6 or fewer actions.

B. Experiments

We evaluate the success rate for the following policies and feature combinations:

(i) reactive policy: action bias, registration cost
(ii) reactive policy: (i) + end effector pose
(iii) two-step lookahead with width 5: (i) + landmark
(iv) three-step lookahead with width 3: (i) + landmark

For the overhand knot tying task, our training data is 130 expert-labeled task executions, consisting of 565 individual segments. Similarly, for the figure-eight task, 123 labeled executions of 559 segments are used. For each of the evaluated policies, the optimization hyperparameters \( C \) and \( D \) are first tuned via holdout validation, using a holdout set of 100 randomly drawn initial rope states (distinct from the evaluation set). For this case, the best-performing hyperparameters we found via cross-validation are \( C = 100 \), \( D = 1 \) for the reactive policies and \( C = 100 \), \( D = 100 \) for the lookahead policies. We applied MMQE with these hyper-parameter settings and ran each of the four policies on the evaluation set. As a baseline comparison, we also evaluate using the nearest neighbor policy presented in [2]. Their policy chooses the action associated with the state that has the smallest registration cost with respect to the current
TABLE I: Success rate of tying overhand (OH) and figure-eight (F8) knots. The nearest-neighbor method selects the demonstration to transfer as in Equation 1. Other policies maximize the approximate Q-function we learn through MMQE. Reactive maximizes this value in the current state. The lookahead policies act to maximize a backed up value computed by beam search with the specified parameters. The reactive policy succeeds in an additional 18% and 23% of examples in each task when compared with the baseline. Lookahead policies achieve very high performance rates and approach the best possible with our demonstration library.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policy</th>
<th>OH Success Rate</th>
<th>F8 Success Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nearest neighbor [2]</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>54%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reactive</td>
<td>82%</td>
<td>59%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reactive, with EE feature</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>63%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lookahead (width 2, depth 5)</td>
<td>87%</td>
<td>61%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lookahead (width 3, depth 3)</td>
<td>88%</td>
<td>76%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE II: We vary the number of examples used to generate constraints for the MMQE optimization problem and examine how average task performance is affected over 100 test trials using the resulting reactive policies. It turns out that the number of examples has a relatively small influence on the performance of the resulting policy for the overhand knot task and a larger influence for the figure-eight task.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># of Training Examples</th>
<th>OH Success Rate</th>
<th>F8 Success Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nearest neighbor [2]</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>54%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>77.0%</td>
<td>53.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>79.3%</td>
<td>57.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All (130, 123)</td>
<td>82%</td>
<td>63%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

state. The success rates obtained under these policies are summarized in Table I. Note that our best results surpass the baseline by 18% and 23% respectively. About half of this improvement results from the reactive approach of choosing the action that maximizes the Q-value, given the current state. The remaining improvement is gained through lookahead; the performance of depth 3, width 3 lookahead surpasses that of depth 2, width 5 lookahead (Table I).

We also examine the relation between the number of expert-labeled executions and the success rate, using the most successful reactive policy. For each task, we generate six randomly sampled subsets of the training data: three sets of size 40 and three of size 80. The average success rates for each training set size are shown in Table II. As expected, the success rate increases as we use more labeled examples. For the overhand knot task, the resulting policies remain surprisingly resilient to the number of training examples. Even with only 40 labeled task executions, the reactive policy is able to exceed the baseline by 7%. On the figure-eight knot, a more difficult task, the number of training examples is more important for learning a successful policy. The average performance differs by nearly 10% when changing the training set size from 40 task executions to 123.

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In summary, we presented a method to improve the use of trajectory transfer in learning from demonstrations for deformable object manipulation. We formulated this task as a discrete-action options MDP. We presented a novel approach to learning from demonstrations for this MDP, which we call maximum margin Q-function estimation, that integrates behavior cloning and value function approximation. We provide features for learning in this scenario that make no additional assumptions beyond the assumptions required to apply trajectory transfer.

We validated our approach on two simulated knot-tying tasks and contribute two benchmark sets of demonstrations (both at the trajectory level and in the abstract MDP) and problems. We showed a significant improvement over a baseline method that uses a registration cost from trajectory transfer to select actions. Our experiments suggest that the quantity of training examples is important in the more difficult figure-eight task, whereas our method approaches peak performance on the overhand knot with a modest number of training examples.

A important avenue for future work is to investigate real world performance of these approaches. Our results illustrate a proof of concept and show the utility of modelling the cost-to-go for this task, but it is important to investigate the application of our methods and abstraction techniques to the real world. In particular, it is important to account for mismatch between the physics model in our simulator and that of the real world.

More broadly, our key insight is that we can formulate a temporally abstracted problem representation from a library of expert demonstrations. This abstraction greatly simplifies the complexity of the problem and, in turn, this allows us to develop and apply efficient learning and planning methods. This suggests a general approach to LfD that extracts computationally tractable problem representations from expert demonstrations.
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